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About This Game
WARNING While NEKO-NIN exHeart is not required to play NEKO-NIN exHeart +PLUS Saiha, it is highly recommended to
play it first. Nin!
From developer Whirlpool comes the 2nd mini-sequel to NEKO-NIN exHeart featuring the sub-character, Saiha!
Saiha tells our protagonist that a runaway ninja has sneaked their way into town.
She doesn't know what their motives are, but it may involve him.
Although Yura and Tama are all over him to the point that the runaway ninja won't be able to get to him,
Saiha nevertheless insists on staying with him just in case...
Features:

Standalone mini-sequel to NEKO-NIN exHeart focusing on Saiha
Full Japanese voice acting (except for the main character)
Character designs by Takano Yuki
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Title: NEKO-NIN exHeart +PLUS Saiha
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Whirlpool
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Franchise:
NEKO-NIN exHeart
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or above
Processor: 1.7 GHz Pentium 4
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 1280 x 720
Storage: 1700 MB available space

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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[OK]
- Nice UI
- Have Characters Voice
- Cute thing, because I love Nekos
- Awesome voice, you are good to making the voice on all characters
[NOT OK]
- Can't take Screenshot, also Steam Overlay cannot appear while press default key like Shift + Tab
[RECOMMEND]
- Yes, because [OK] have more reason
[ADDITIONAL NOTE]
The Second Sequel spin off for Neko NIN so very similar with original sequel but this is so very different with DLC... DLC is
free to download... Saiha's voice so very awesome makes me IYKWIM... I never seen like this before in all VN that I read...
Hey, if you are growing up, feel free to Download the DLC ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)( \u0361\u00b0
\u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). A short side story to NekoNin exHeart that follows
the main character's high school friend Saiha, the story lasts a short half hour and provides more depth into one of the side
characters from the main game. In this side story, Saiha requests aid from our main character, Haruki, in catching a runaway
neko ninja of unknown origin. While I don't suggest playing this game without having played NekoNin exHeart first, I find it a
great companion to the main story and the 18+ DLC is free on top of that. I was surprised this game itself was not a DLC to the
main game or an entire full-length story of its own but it still has that DLC feel for those who want to continue the story from
the first game before reading the second.. Well it looks like I have played both of the Neko nin mini sequels in a single day...
And this one was actually good! Maybe its just because my expectations were low but nonetheless this game is actually an
enjoyable visual novel that focuses on one of there less stupid characters from the first Neko nin game. As I mentioned in my
last review these mini sequels are way too short. But this short game has way more interesting stuff going on than you might
think. I dont want to spoil too much but this game actually it has some decent character development, an actual plot line, a
decent h scene towards the end and in addition to that this game establishes an actual antagonist for neko nin 2. After the
previous mini sequel was atrocius this one really got my hopes up for the second game... Probably just to have them shattered in
the end.
Final verdict 7.5\/10 this series is an absolute (t)rollercoaster...
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